Undergrad Writing Support

1 **Writing Workshop**
Get assistance with **any writing assignment for a course**, no matter the subject, from Sweetland faculty at Writing Workshop. Writing Workshop provides one-to-one, in-person and online appointments with experienced U-M instructors who address individual students’ questions about writing assignments and drafts. In-person appointments meet in 1310 North Quad.

2 **Peer Writing Centers**
Sweetland’s Peer Writing Centers offer help with your writing projects, **personal or course-related**, from Sweetland-trained, undergraduate Peer Writing Consultants. Peer Writing Centers offer alternative locations and hours to the Writing Workshop, including evenings and Sundays. One-to-one consultations are available online or in-person.

3 **Asynchronous Written Feedback**
Receive written feedback on your writing, **personal or course-related**, from a Sweetland Peer Writing Consultant. Schedule an Asynchronous Written Feedback appointment online, upload your writing, and receive email feedback at the end of your appointment time. *8-page limit*

**Writing Guides**
On our website, you’ll find a page of our most frequently used writing guides. Our guides include topics such as understanding an assignment, checking the structure of an argument, deciding what to argue, creating stronger analysis, creating a strong thesis, checking citations, and more.

One-to-one writing support for all students, any major, at any stage of writing.